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McCarthy irked by Fullerton’s statement
By Jeff Elder
Daily staff writer
The Associated Students president and
president-elect have reacted with frustration
to President Gail Fullerton’s statement that
student fees are "the only source" of funding available to pay off the Rec Center’s cost
overruns.
Fullerton said at a news conference Friday
that SJSU is trying to "reduce the cost of the
overruns" in conjunction with Professional
Management Associates. the firm hired to
analyze the troubled project.
When asked what alternatives to a lee increase SJSU was exploring, she did not mention any.
Terry McCarthy, A.S. vice president and
president-elect, said Saturday of Fullerton’s

statement. "That really in limes me. That
statement shims no confidence in the Chancellor’s special committee. Maybe it’s time
the students tiiok some strong action to get to
the bottom (it this masquerade."
A.S. President Michael McLennan said
Friday, "I don’t like anybody saying the fee
increase is the only way. because we don’t
have the numbers yet."
California State University Chancellor W.
Ann Reynolds appointed McLennan and
Tom Boothe. director ()I’ California state allairs, to a special committee to investigate
other funding sources to cover the reported
$8.5 million in overruns.
McLennan and Boothe were appointed to
the committee in March after they were unable to try to stop the CSLI Board of Trustees

from giving Reynolds the right to .stille
bond loan to cover the cost overruns.
"This game’s not over and we’re not m(
ing up yet." McClennan said last month
after meeting with trustees in Long Reach
"It ain’t over till the fat lady sings."
McLennan and Boothe returned a few
days later, however, unsuccessful in their attempt to stop the trustees from giving Reynolds the right to issue the loan.
A.S. office holders have hoped the special
committee could locate an alternative funding source to cover the overruns. McLennan
and Boothe have given progress reports from
the committee at A.S. meetings.
In March 1984 the Student Union Board
of Directors voted to keep fees below $41).
Students now pay $38 per semester.

Rec Center dream turns sour
By Jeff Elder
Daily stall writer

The Associated Students’ fight against
a proposed fee increase to cover cost
overruns is the most recent example of a
history 01 student concerns about the Rec
Center.
The project that vs as first described in
1981 as a 10,000 -seat. $10 million
"dream facility" has slowly grow n into a
4.650 fixed seat facility that still Minna
tely cosi students $56 million

As students begin en) ing the b,i Iii
for the first time in Ikcember, the fees
students will pay until 2016 may sole as
a reminder to them of the follow ing 7 year history of the Bee Center:
September 1981
Robert Bronzan.
former football coach ;Ind project consultant first writes of a II 1.1$
"dream
facility’ that will cost from $7 million to
$10 million.
March 1482
Students vote to
See HISTORY page 3

State leader urges
black leadership
By I.isa Walker
Daily staff writer
Willie Brown. Jr.. speaker of the
California State Assembly and national campaign manager kw presidential candidate Jesse Jackson. accompanied
by Judge
LaDoris
Cordell. candidate for Superior
Court Judge of Santa Clara County.
spoke to a full house Saturday at Eta
Phi Beta sorority ’s Fourth Annual
Spring Tea.
More than 135 people filled the
Student Union Ballroom to hear
Brown and Cordell address the
theme of the Tea: "How will Black
America
Influence
Politics
in
Willie Brown.
1988?" and to award this years sorority scholarship to Nehanda !maw.
speaker of the Assembly
environmental studies graduate.
As the audience awaited the arrival of Brown. Guy Dickinson set the
mood for the afternoon, as he played
Jr. ’s assassination and 25 years since
lively, jazz sounds on the piano.
Angela Smith and Reba Blake the (’it it Right Acts. "That we may
added to the afternoon with their ren- he looking at a son and a descendant
dition of the Black National An- of a cotton picker to become president. he said. speaking of Jack son .
them.
Brow it said in 1984. America
Brown arrived late due to a prior
engagement. hut showed their vigor didn’t believe Jackson had much of a
as he walked through the crowd chance. "We said Jesse could never
which welcomed him with a stand- do it But Jesse knew he could."
ing ovation. Brown opened with a Brow n said.
He said Jackson began to address
few words of thanks to the sorority
and immediately began on the topic the issues, and challenge the establishment. "He did well, far better
at hand.
"1988 is an unusual year for than he was entitled to by conventioBlack Americans," Brown said, nal standards,* Brown said.
"In 1987 all the world began to
adding that this was because it has
been 12 years since Former Presi- realize the truth of Jackson’s
dent Jimmy Carter was in office, 20 words. Brown said. In 1986 Brown
See JACKSON. page 6
years since Dr. Martin Luther King

’The black votes
turned out by 90
percent to put more
Democrats in office.
Jackson put the
black votes there.’

Bran Baer
Waite

BIM% n Jr. waxes a flag in front or a crow (I or people w

photographers front Lift’

Special to the Daily

magazine photograph him

Upcoming drama to deal with
emotions surrounding AIDS

Greeks
compete to
raise funds
for sports

Students in training

Audience advised to bring Kleenex to performance
By Kara Nlyers
Daily suet writer
AIDS is "such a damn terrible disease... and no one
can tell you that better than Warren Johnston. The trouble is. he’s dead. But Warren’s legacy lives on in the
play that carries his name.
As the character Sam in "Warren" says, the AIDS
young, vital men are dying.**
"front" is a "war /one
"Warren" is the moving story of a young gay man
who contracts and dies from acquired immune deficiency
syndrome. Written by Rebecca Ranson, the play is the
true -life story about the author’s friend who died from
the disease,
The message of the play is how Warren’s friends and
family deal with his inevitable death,
"It is a slice-of-life play." Director Michael Kearns
said in an earlier interview.
"Everyone who has read the script so far has

said Jim Walters, an academic senator and chairman it
Student Mobilization Against AIDS.
He said Kleenex will he sold in the lobby during the
performance, hut you might want to bring your own.
’this is the first time the play, which will run April
21-24. has been pertOrnied in Northern California al though it has been performed across the country since
1985 and has played for a year in Los Angeles.
"Warren" carries a very strong message to its audience. As Yun Shaw says in the prologue. "Ignoring
AIDS does not change the fact that it exists."
The play opens with a prologue written by each ol
the actors.
"We want to establish the fact that we’re college stii
dents playing for college students." said Rusty Kransk
who plays the lead character. Warren Johnston.
Kransky. who is HIV positive, said he feels close
See WARREN, page 6

Fun, fun, fun
without sun
for netters

Outreach encourages
minorities to strive

By- Vie Vogler

By Duni Parkin
Daily staff wader
In an attempt to influence the minority dropout statistics, members of
School of Social Sciences and Student Affirmative Action are bringing
local middle school students to the
SJSU campus.
Managed by SAA, the outreach
program brought 36 students from
Joseph George School to campus
Monday. The students were given
tours, listened to light educational
lectures by social science faculty and
fed lunch. Most of these were minority youngsters.
Black and Hispanic children have
almost double’ the dropout rate as
whites and Asians, according to a report prepared by the State Legislature.
"The program provides minority

Daily staff writer

Fun, food, and sand abounded at
the Northern California Sorority
Volleyball Tournament in Santa
Cruz on Saturday. The only thing
missing was sunshine.
"(The weather) sucks. We were
hoping it was going to he sunny,"
said Lisa Tohisch, a member of Chi
Omega sorority at SJSU. "We’re
still waiting."
Twenty-six sororities from Chico
to San Luis Obispo waited all day,
hut the sun never appeared. Sweats
replaced shorts, hut nothing replaced
the smiles.
"People are having a good tinie,’’
said Doug Ferrante, one of the tournament’s organizers and a member
of Sigma Pi fraternity at Santa Clara
.See NETTERS, page 6

kids with an option from the path
they usually follow." said Cheryl
Hunter, who was contracted by the
School of Social Sciences to worth
nate the project.
This was the second middle
school group hosted by the School ot
Social Sciences.
"I think its great! I’m learning .1
lot about the school and the opportu
nities I have." said Sylvia Lopez.
seventh -grade student.
the emphasis of the program is
improving the self-esteem of the sin
dents and making them familiar ii
the campus. said Hunter.
"We are trying to bring out some
thing from within." Hunter said
"We don’t want them to be another
statistic."
See OUTREACH. page h

itt I ka Ostroski
Liddy sue writer
Despite unseasonal rain which
postponed one e en! and limited at-

Kendra Luck Daily

staff photographer

SPA’ nursing students work to save patients’ lives during a mock

disaster drill on the lawn in front of the Health Building.

SJSU nurses practice skills
in simulated disaster at SJSU
By Suzanne De lung
Daily staff writer

Students in Disaster and Emergency Nursing had a practice drill
Monday morning to utilize the
triage skills they’ve learned this
semester.
Triage is the French word for
sorting. said Carole Jewett. the
instructor of Nursing 107. In
nursing, the goal of triage is to

make "quick emergency asses,
ments." she said.
To make the drill as realistic as
possible, Jewett asked the Coast
Guard moulage team from Petaluma to make 10 or 11 students
look as if they suffered real injuries.
Moulage is make-up used to
create simulated injuries.
See NURSES, hack page

tendance at another. last week’s
Greek Week acti% ities were relatively successful w ith Greek organizations earning about $4,000 to benefit SJSI.’ sports.
On Monday the entries for the
banner competition were judged.
The first -place team w as Delta
Gamma sorority. and Sigma Chi and
Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternities.
The winning entry incorporated the
Jetson cartoon characters with the
’Go for the Gold’’ theme.
The second -place leant constituted
of: Chi Omega sorority. and Alpha
Tau Omega and Phi Delia Theta fraternities. Third place went to Delta
Zeta sorority. and Sigma Na and
Delta Sigma Phi fraternities, who
won the overall competition.
Tuesday’s can race winners were
Delta Zeta. Sigma Nu and Delta
Sigma Phi. They earned this title
after a very close race. "They heat
the other team by less than five
feet.** said Brian Majors. the chairman of Greek Week.
Chi Omega, Alpha Tau Omega
and Phi Delta Theta came in second
place. Majors said about 120 people
showed up for the event.
The Yell Fest. originally planned
for Wednesday, was postponed until
Friday because of the rain.
"All the acts were well rehearsed.
I was surprised, they were all really
good." Majors said.
The first place winners were
Kappa Delta sorority. and Pi Kappa
Alpha and Theta Chi fraternities.
See GREEKS, back page
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Take high road
on Rec Center
Rec Center is scheduled for completion
The December. and its pool should be ready
in
in a few weeks. Finally students will have
the chance to begin enjoying what they will linace for years. We’d like to officially encourage all SJSU students to take full advantage of
the facility.
"The Rec Center is going to be something
students can be very proud of," Ron Barrett.
Student Union director, said last
Editorials
week. We completely agree. Despite S6.5 million in cost
overruns and apparent corruption associated
with the project. it soon will be here and it
should be appreciated.
We do not agree with the decision to cut the
press off from any communication on the project, hok ever . and Professional Management
Associates’ contention that student objection to
a fee increase could cost us more money is simply untrue.
Barrett and other SJSU officials seem to believe that covering up Rec Center problems is
better than being honest with students. Even if
the Rec Center were the dream facility they
first promised, it would not justify cover-ups
and misinformation. The integrity of our school
is damaged. not by student investigation, but
by administrative resistance to it.
And PMA is wrong that students will hurt
themselves by trying to protect their interests.
The students are a major player in this project.
as all parties have admitted all along. It is not
only our right to know what is going on. it is
our duty to ourselves to find out.
In the last five years student fees have risen
at SJSU almost $3(8). At one time they were
the highest in the California State University
system, and if we get the Rec Center’s cost
overruns dumped in our lap. they may be
again.
The Rec Center will be a great addition to
student life, but its cost overruns would not.

State murder
just as lethal
There is a difference between the execution
of a criminal, convicted in a court of law
and sentenced to die as punishment. and
the killing of an individual, long associated
with a violent and criminal element but never
proven to have taken an active part in any violence.
Israel seems not to be able to see this difference. If events prove that it was agents of Israel’s intellgence service conducted the "hit"
on Khalil Wazir. Yasser Arafat’s No. 2 leader
in the PLO, we will have proof that this is so.
Not that terrorists deserve any special protection from the consequences of their acts, but
even the most rabid animal from among their
numbers should be afforded the same protection under the law as any other citizen.
That is because the only true power a terrorist has in perpetrating a voilent act is the power
to reduce civilization to their animal level. In a
world that has become used to horror turning
up on the nightly TV news, with anything from
an air disaster to low intensity battle flashing
across the tube, the terrorist injects himself into
the attention of the world, and attempts to bring
along his message.
Eliciting a responce to violence with greater
violence is an acceptable result to the terrorist.
Many express up front a willingness to die violently at the hands of the authorities. "Martyrs" are admired in their sad societies.
But a news embargo on terrorist acts would
have unacceptable results to terrorists. Without
the platform that major media coverage provides, taking hostages would soon lose its appeal to fringe elements seeking publicity for
their cause or message.
So Israel as a nation stooping to take out
even so despicable a villan as Wazir, is still a
civilized nation sinking to the level of the violent, radical element.
Better by far to have abducted the terrorist,
then bringing him to trial if a case could be
made. And without the sensational message of
"we will get you," which Israel sent with this
act, perhaps one step in the escalation of violence in the region could nave been avoided.
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What hath SJSU taught us?
Mark Twain once said "Don’t let
your schooling get in the was of
your education."
With this in mind. I pondered my
"education" here at SJSU. This is
some of what I ha% e learned, outside
of the classroom.
The average so% iet citizen spends
more than MO htmrs a day waiting in
line, a number otils exceeded worldwide by SJSU financial aid recipients.
The only "movements’. on campus involve students’ bowels and not
their ideals.
For that matter, the only "sit-ins"
happen in the restrooms.
You can’t make all of the people
happy all of the time but Dave Lan son can piss off everyone.
No sport demands more skill, concentration and raw determination
than parking space hunting in downtown San Jose .
Many instructors are not looking
for students: they are looking Mr
tape recorders to play back information at test time.
Nirvana can be reached in two
ways: transcendental meditation or
three pitchers of black and tans in the
Pub.
My roommate Chris’ idea of a balanced meal is "Captain Crunch"
and chili. (Which brings me to my
next point, with Chris around there
will never be a gas shortage. )

Mike Lewis
The express line at Lucky isn’t.
That same Lucky on Santa Clara
Street makes East Palo Alto look
like Club Med.
The dormatories are breeding
grounds for friendships, discussion.
and new ideas, but mainly just
breeding grounds.
It’s hard to have a good time in
any of the classes in the engineering
building.
The school administration seems
much more gung-ho about fixing
that ugly fountain than in making a
real effort to find a solution for the
Spartan City problem which makes
I sense, because unlike Spartan City
residents, they have a place to go
home to after August.
My roommate Aaron’s idea of
safe sex is sleeping is Mt women no
one eke v, mild dare io

Real friends stay after the party is
over and help clean up.
The Associated Students Board of
Directors is an active, fast moving.
decisive. concerned group of students during election time.
The Associated Students Board of
Directors is a slow, beaurocratic,
frequently absent group of students
after the votes have been counted.
My roommate Andy’s idea of
solving the "street people" problem
around SJSU is to "send ’em to Gilroy.’’
If I try to get some transcript problems cleared up, everyone I need to
talk to is "in a meeting" or "out of
the office." but if I have a one measly library book overdue one day.
the administation makes sure My education comes to a screeching halt
until the problem is solved.
The Rec Center project proves
conclusively that senseless government spending and screw -ups are not
confined to Washington.
No one seems to be worried about
the AIDS threat enough to find out
the facts. In this case, ignorance can
kill.
Paying for my own education
gives me a whole new outlook on
life: desparate poverty.
Looking hack at my "education"
though. every penny has been worth
it, and my "schooling" hasn’t suffered that much.

Letters to the Editor
Stop UPD nitpicking
Editor.
In recent months the University
Police Department has adopted a
new "get tough" policy toward enforcement of traffic regulations that
alough well-intentioned, has gotten
out of hand.
Ever since UPI) officers were allowed to issue standard traffic citations just as the San Jose Police do,
they have embarked on an over/cabus campaign to use this power to
the fullest and ticket SJSU students
and visitors for even the most minor
of infractions. I feel that the UPD
could find much more effective ways
to enforce the laws and protect us
than by chasing down every minor
parking offender. Parking is difficult
enough at SJSU due to past administrations’ shameful failure to plan adequately for future parking needs for
the SJSU community . These tickets
only add insult to intury. I present as
evidence the following citations that
were actually issue to people I know:
Last fall a student was issued a
disabled pass because of a sporting
injury. The parking office conveniently neglected to tell the student
that the pass was valid for university
disabled lots and as a result he was
issued a citation for parking in a disabled space immediately adjacent to
Admissions and Records because it
happened to be on the city’s street
and not the university’s lot.
During the January break a student came to the university to meet a
professor for an appointment. Not
knowing of any special conditions
set up over such a short notice, he
proceeded to park in the Fourth
Street Garage as usual. Only after receiving a citation was he informed
that a small sign had indicated that
the lot was closed to students during
the break. After returning to the
scene he located the sign with some
difficulty, realizing only too late that
he now had no defense in Traffic
Court should he attempt to argue the
case.

Two weeks ago a student en -

wed the Ninth Street lot at 7:20
p.m on a Saturday to go into the lot
where the automated teller machines
are located. Instead of being issued a
warning or a parking ticket he was
issued a full moving violation with a
fine of $58 because he ignored the
no -entry sign.
There are countless more examples I have heard, people who
stopped in a space in a medical
emergency or because their car
broke down who were also given
tickets and had their appeals ignored
or overruled unmercilessly. The
point here is not to paint the UPD as
bad guys; they are just doing their
jobs by enforcing the letter of the
law. A little more compassion and
understanding could he in order
here. however.
I am not sure what the cause of
this problem is, whether it’s improper training or overzealous young
officers in training. but I do know
that instead of doing more about the
real crime problems on our campus
such as the ever-present danger of
rape, and the recent wave of car-stereo thefts, the officers are wasting
their time on minor offenses and
building a lot of ill will toward the
department instead of the respect and
cooperation they deserve.
Richard Di Giacomo
Secondary F.ducation

Conserve energy
Editor
Do you feel that rising costs in attending SJSU are frustrating to you,
yet beyond your control’? The most
direct connection to costs that you do
have control over is energy use on
campus. From December 1986 to
November 1987. the energy bill on
campus amounted to $3,129,208 or
$120 per student per year. All of us
have probably learned to cut hack on
emergy use where we live and in relation to automotive -transportation
choices. Why not give campus energy conservation a try’? It’s your
money!
April I was the scheduled date for
the Facilities Development and Op-

erations Department to install motion sensors in Dudley Moorhead
Hall. the Business Classrooms and
Sweeney Hall. These sensors will
shut off lights in a classroom if no
motion is detected. This is just a
start. Eventually. 13 buildings on
campus will he similarly equipped.
What can we as students and faculty do’? If daylight in your room is
adequate for work, why not leave the
lights off? There are many south -facing daylit rooms and lots of sunny
days here at SJSU. When lights are
necessary, shut them off when
you’re the last one out. If air-conditioned/heated building have windows open, close them. You can get
air for "circulation" by opening the
doors that face into the halls. Most
students could forego use of the elevators for at least the first three
floors of a trip. Certainly walking
down flights of stairs is easy and
saves elevator energy when gravity
and legs are the susstitute.
Some buildings have hall doors
that open to the outdoors and lose a
huge amount of heat when doors are
propped open. Certainly we can
avoid "jamming" items at the doors
to keep them open (also, fire codes
dictate that these doors remain
closed).
In fact, the suggestions of ideas to
Money at
save energy Your
SJSU would be welcomed by the Facilities Development and Operations
Department. You can reach them at
924-1950.
One suggestion that we have is to
install plastic or glass to close the
"window" openings in the stairwells which open to the outdoors on
the Business Classroom Building.
This, in conjunction with automatic
door-closing mechanisms, would
keep the heat indoors where it belongs. Your energy conservation efforts, if they accomplished 10-20
percent reductions in energy use,
would save between $313.040 and
$626,080 of Your Money!
Steve Henson
Graduate
Environmental Studies

it. I have hatred in my heart. Not
Ihave to admit
for the usual targets: Republicans. Reaganites,
people who smoke in grocery stores and park in
handicapped parking spaces.
Nope. Those are all petty annoyances. I reserve
full-blown hatred for one particular group. This
feeling is healthy because everybody needs someone or something to extremely dislike, whether it
be Barry Manilow or just the alleged food in the
Student Union Cafeteria.
I have carried on an eight -year hate affair with
the LOS Angeles Dodgers, baseball’s own version
of Miss Goody Two Shoes. They have the perfect
team, the perfect stadium, the perfect manager, the
perfect weather and, of course, the most perfect
fans. And anyone who li% es within 12.500 miles of
Southern California knows about it because too
much of the media are too perfectly willing to repeat this propaganda.
No. I: their stadium stinks. It looks just like
New York’s Shea Stadium. Only this one’s filled
with fans too dense to know what’s going on before
their eyes: that’s why they feel the urge to bring radios to the game. Of course the Dodgers lead Major
League Baseball in attendance nearly every year,
but nobody ever mentions that the place looks like a
even for
morgue after the seventh or eight inning
a 1-0 or 2-1 game.
What sophisticated fans. A collection of tofuslurping lemmings who don’t even know when to
cheer. they wait for the scoreboard to tell them so.
Ifirst started feeling this way when I moved to El
Lay from Chicago back in 1980. The chorus of
media praise started almost immedii....1y. On the
radio, there was "Dodgertalk," a forum for anyone
who’s anyone to call to say nice things about the
Dodgers. Critical callers are not allowed on the air.
Then there are the hard-hitting print media. The
Los Angeles Times, while not a completely sympathetic lapdog when it comes to covering the team,
does its share of rolling over and fetching as far as
analyzing the team’s performance is concerned.
The team even has its own rag. called Dodger Blue.
and it’s full of sickening diatribes extolling the virtues of the team’s latest .220-hitting shortstop. One
leading crackpot Dodger apologist who masquerades as a journalist actually called the multi -untalented Mariano Duncan "the most exciting player
in sports." Wow. I gets that’s quite a letdown for
such also-rans as Larry Bird, Wayne Gretzky. and
Martina Navratilova.
The local television stations are the worst offenders. One station which will remain tasteless
is pretty much a 24 -hour promotional channel
for the team. The sportscasters are forever doing
live remotes from Dodger Stadium. gushing over
Manager Tom Lasorda’s agonizing idiocy that is
thinly disguised as cuteness.
You can pretty much expect this type of behavior from our neighbors to the south, where in every Kitty’s mind the world begins and ends at the Los
Angeles County border. This is the town where the
TV news programs rarely include national weather
reports, because, after all, who cares what it’s like
outside of La La Land’?
Why do I bring up this personal idiosyncrasy’?
Why write about this unrational dislike for something as trivial as a baseball team?
Because the Dodgers are coming to Candlestick
Park this weekend.
The Giants and the Dodgers. whom I refer to
unaffectionately as The Scum, historically have had
a healthy rivalry going. When the boobs in blue
come to town, 20010 people drop by the ’Stick to
scream insults about each Dodger’s parentage,
watch the team’s totally inept defense, and in general watch the Giants beat the stuffing out of Lasorda’s losers.
Baseball rivalries are exciting and good for the
game. In Chicago, for example. Cubs fans automatically despise the White SO%. while the rightthinking Sox fans hate their crosstown counterparts. It’s healthy and overall not taken too seriously.
So the Giants -Dodgers feud continues. I’ll be
there this weekend with my megaphone so the players will be able to hear what I’m calling their mothers. Maybe the crowd will get one of the famous
Candlestick Park chants going: -Bilit LA. Beat
LA!
Ah. I can hear it now.
Dave !Anson is the Forum page editor. Publiminal Messages appears every Tuesday.

Forum Policy
The Spartan Daily would like to hear
from you
our readers.
Your ideas, comments, criticisms and
suggestions are encouraged. We feel that
by listening to our readers we can better
serve the campus community. However,
personal attacks and letters in poor taste
will not be published, nor will anonymous
letters be accepted.
All letters may be edited for length or
libel. We will also corrent obvious style
and grammar error. The Daily reserves
the right to limit the number of letters on a
given topic after a sufficient amount of
comment has appeared.
Letters must bear the writer’s name,
major, phone number and class level.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on
the second floor of Dwight Bentel Hall or
to the Student Union information desk.
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Earth Day presents
former secretary

Philosopher’s papers found
Professors meet to discuss
Descartes’ contributions
By HUM Whitman
Daily stall writer
Papers hidden behind a picture.
written by world-renowned thinker
Rene Descartes in about 1637, were
recently discovered, said a professor
of French philosophy.
The professor, Jean-Luc Marion
of Poitiers University. said this previously unknown work was found a
few months ago concealed behind a
painting.
Marion came to San Jose’s Sainte
Claire Hilton Hotel, along with approximately 175 other participants,
for an SJSU-sponsored conference
called a 350th anniversary "celebration" of Descartes work, "The
Discourse on Method."
Some scholars say Descartes’
thinking was well ahead of its time,
and constituted heresy in the 17th
century.
Marion said the excitement over
acquiring the writings in "movie plot fashion," lies within the fact
that the manuscript was penned by
Descartes himself.
"The find is very exciting and we
are
trying
to deterimine
its
relationship to Descartes’ other
works... Marion said.
He added the newly found document is currently being studied in
France, and translation of this "original" is not likely to be a problem.
-Descartes was the first philospher - and to me the best," Marion
said.
"In the last major work of Descartes, ethics and metaphysics are
reconciled." he continued.
Metaphysics is the branch of philosophy that attempts to explain reality and knowledge.
Marion gave an example of this
reconciliation in a paper he presented at the weekend conference.
"In particular, it thus would seem
possible to reestablish that generosity ultimately accomplishes the unity
long missing between the love of
wisdom and the search for truth."
Marion said.
Another paper written about the
"Discourse on Method" was presented by professor Craig Vasey of
Mary Washington College in Virginia.
Vasey stated it is useful to understand Descartes and his relation to
the modern world and attitude.
"His work is not only symbolic of
modernity, but has contributed
greatly to constituting and defining
it." Vasey stated.
He continued, "But I shall argue
that modernity has undermined itself, and that Descartes’ thought is
essentially wrongheaded, and I will
contend that the former is partly the
consequence of the latter."
A total of 35 papers were presented at the conference. The documents took positions of both agreewith
ment
and
disagreement
Descartes’ thinking, what some call
Cartesian logic.
Michelle Beyessade of the Uni-

versity of Paris in Sorbonne said Descartes’ work is an "exemplary fragility."
Beyessade presented an abstact
that dealt with three of Descartes
works: "Discourse on Method,"
"Meditations" and "Cogito."
About Descartes’ writing Beyessade said, "It is born directly from
metaphysical doubt; to that extent it
is not exemplary, but exceptional."
Beyessade. speaking in French,
added, "If it can be called exemplary beyond this point, it is so in
this sense: its clarity and distinctness
confirm a criterion which is always
felt if not explicity recognized: it
gives an example. not the example."
Another scholar. Roger Anew of
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and
State University presented a paper titled "A Forest of Trees: Descartes
and the Classification of the Sciences."
"Descartes asserts that ’the whole
of philosophy is like a tree whose
roots are metaphysics.’’’ Anew
stated.
Anew also continued quoting lkscartes, further describing the tree,
" ’Whose trunk is physics, and
whose branches, emerging from the
trunk, are all the other sciences,
which may be reduced to the three
principle ones: namely, medicine,
mechanics and morality."
According to Anew, Descartes’
view of morality is based on a well -

It Katarina Junholt
Daily staff writer
A lecture by Stewart Udall wilt
highlight this year’s Earth Day celebration, held today and Wednesday.
Udall, the former secretary of the
interior under Presidents John F.
Kennedy and Lyndon B. Johnson.
will speak on "Environmental
Movement: Past Present and Future," at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday in the
Student Union Loma Prieta Room.
During the day on Tuesday and
Wednesday, exhibits will he set up
iii the An Quad by organizations
concerned with preserving the environment. Panicpants include: Beyond War: the Department of Forestry: the California Department of
Ilcalth. Toxic Control: and the Trail
Center.
Most of it is dissemination of in Formation," said I.ee Spear. director
it the Environmental Resource Cenci, which is co-sponsoring the
cs em. "It’s a way to show what environmentalists do in the real
Some exhibitors will use stuffed
animals and other tangible visual
aids. Spear said. There will also be a
"glitzy" presentation about kayaking.
Information about population eon-

on men - laity sta p otographer
Professor

Jean -Luc Marion discusses Descartes’ works

’The find is very exciting and we are trying
to deterimine its relationship to Descartes’
other works.’
Jean -Luc Marion,
Poitiers University professor
defined meaning of the term morality.
Descartes is reported to have explained morality as "by which I understand the highest and most perfect
morality, which presupposes a complete knowledge of the other sciences and is the ultimate degree of
wisdom."
Anew also said that trying to
make sense of Descartes’ tree of philosophy from a contemporary standpoint raised many questions.
’We found a forest of trees with
which to compare Descartes’ tree.
but these comparisons merely restated our initial queries. However,
at least the puzzles remaining are
queries about Descartes’ taxonomy.
and not about our own," Anew
stated.
While not all conference panicipants were in agreement with Descartes’ ideas, many said his work
was worth studying.
"Descartes was the first modem
philospher, the first to raise prob-

lems that are still fresh for us." Marion said.
Another conference participant.
Alan Gabbey of the Queen’s University in Belfast, spoke about the value
of the weekend conference.
"It is important for Cartesian
scholars to get together and look at
old problems and issues." Gabbey
said.
Marion said that Descartes’ work
is significant in many countries.
Descartes appears almost like a
grandfather: he stands fir the new
beginning of European culture."
Marion said.
Marion added that Descartes is
also widely known in Japan and
Australia.
Stephen Voss of the philosophy
department presented his monograph. "Simplicity and the Seat of
the Soul." on Saturdas
"The fundamental disagreement
is over which route to one’s conception of simplicity is the correct one
- the intellectual route or the one

from the senses in the imagination.
That is to say that the basic disagreement is a special case of the
dassical Renaissance dispute beeen Rationalism and Empiricisin.’ Voss said.
"History. was on Descanes’s side
in these disputes and many others."
he added.
Voss continued. "(Descartes significance exists) partly because of
his own rhetorical genius in presenting his views, partly because of his
own obvious conviction that even
the most specific corolaries of his
views are superior, partly because of
the evident fruitlessness of opposing
views.
He concluded by saying. And if
the Simplicity Principle is one thing
that Descartes thought he knew, its
ramifications in his own arguments.
as well as those of his exuberant allies and opponents. reveal how tenuous that claim to knowledge really
is.
The San Jose conference included
appearances by speakers from seven
countries. and carried a budget of
$25,(1041. said Karen Voss of SJS1,’s
religious studies department.
The conference required about
year’s worth of planning by a seven
person S.ISli! committee
Among the 12 sponsors tor the
April 15-17 event were Iwo S.1SU
lottery funds and the SJS1.’s philosophy’ department.

History: Rec Center shows 7 years of problems
Front page /
spends $5,000 on an "information
build an advertised 10.200-seat. $13 campaign- that does not mention the
milion project to be funded by an project’s size or total cost. Students
initial $10 fee increase. The project vote to build the Rec Center by a
is advertised to be completed "hope- margin of III votes.
fully by 1985."
December 1984 - Seating of
March 1984 - Students vote to
the Rec Center is cut from 5,5(X)
"Stop the Rec" because features fixed seats to 4,650. SUBOD does
like a child care center, arts and not admit that anything has been cut.
crafts space. and student organizaDecember 1985- It is revealed
tion space has been cut from the pro- that the Rec Center may lose $1.4
tect. which is now budgeted at $14.2 million in five years and may never
million.
make money, even if events sell out
November 1984 - SUBOD 82.7 percent of all seats. In 1983,
claims wording of the "Stop the students were told the project would
Rec" referendum in as unclear and begin making money in three years.
May 1985 - (’St Trustees aprequests a new election The board

prove a budget with basic construction cost to $117 million which does
not include telescoping seats, sound
system or any athletic equipment.
July 1986 - CSU Trustees approve the sale of revenue bonds to
construct the Rec Center null to exceed $22.5 million.
November 1986 - Architect
Don Goodhue writes the Chancellor’s Office that. "From the earliest
design stages it was known that the
project budget would not cover the
full program of facilities and equipment designed.
November 1987 - Structural

architects request a safety change in
steel studs, which the contractor says
will take 10 months and cost $2.2
million.
1988 - Professional
March
Management Associates releases a
report that questions the competence
of the contractor, cites incomplete
drawings by the architect and says
"project observation has been seriously inadequate.
December 1988 - Rec Center
opens?
2016 - Students complete payment on the original $56 million.
30-year bond loan.
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irol ill he pros tiled by Planned ParPopulation
enthood
and
Zero
Growth, an organization that "says
we need to get the population
down." Spear said.
While Planned Parenthood advocates family planning, the people
with Zero Population Growth "are
saying no parenthood at all . . . just
don’t have babies:. Spear said.
The lecture Tuesday night will be
followed by a wine and cheese reception.
Udall, who is now practicing lass
in Washington D.C. and Phoenix.
Ari,.. frequently speaks about ecology and energy at universities and
businesses.
Udall also writes articles on environmental issues for magazines and
has authored three books: "Quiet
Crisis. "Agenda for Tomorrow"
and "The Energy Balloon. In his personal life. Udall enjoys
outdoor activities and has climbed
both Mount Fuji and Mount Kilimanjaro.
The purpose of Earth Da). which
has been held at SJSU for 16 years.
is to "let people know that there are
you go into
fobs available to you
environmental studies," Spear said.
"You can he more than a park
ranger. ’

Thirteen fellowships
open for fall term
SJSU graduate students have chance
The graduate fellowship program
will he awarding 13 fellowships to
SJSU graduate students during the
upcoming fall semester.
According to Richard Keady, associate dean of graduate studies, the
$20,(XX) is the third allotment this
year donated by the California State
University Chancellor’s Office to assist under-represented students.
The purpose of the award is to
"encourage under-represented students to pursue and complete master’s degrees and to encourage pursuit of a career in post -secondary
education."
The following ethnic minority
groups have been identified as eligible applicants: blacks. other Hispanics, Filipinos. Chicanos/Mexican
Americans, American Indians and
Pacific Islanders.
Other eligible applicants are students with disabilities and women in
under-represented areas such as biological sciences, business and management. computer and information
science, mathematics and physical

sciences.
Each eligible applicant must have
a baccalaureate degree. reside in
California, have maintained a grade point average of 2.7 or higher in all
college work, demonstrate a mimimum financial need of $1.000 and
he admitted to a graduate program.
Applications can he picked up
from the office of graduate studies
and returned not later than May 20.
In connection, the graduate studies
department will be conducting an
orientation workshop on April 26 at
3 p.m. in the Student Union Costa noun Room.
After the screening process. recipients will he notified about the
awards on July 5.
According to Keady. school
deans, department chairpersons, and
graduate advisers have been asked to
make "specific note of the group
lists under eligibility." so as to "preclude disappointment by students of
other minorities who are not eligible
for this fellowship program.’’
-Joe S. Kappia

Ro al family member urges release
of 17 terrorists held captive in Kuwait
ALGIERS, Algeria AP) - A bahs sisters, also are aboard Kuwait
member of Kuwait’s royal family . Aim v ay s Flight 422.
The .1bailand-to-Kuw ail flight
held hostage aboard a jumbo jet. said
Monday he wants his government to was hijacked April 5 with 112 peogise in to the hijackers’ demand and ple aboard and forced to land in
free 17 terrorists imprisoned in Ku- Mashhad. Iran. where 57 were rewait.
leased. On April X. the jet flew to
Speaking extremely slow.ly and in Cyprus. where two passengers were
a tired %oice, a man identified hy- the killed and 13 freed.
Arab hoackers as Fade! K haled Al Sabah said: "I hope Kuwait releases
all the prisoners." He then mumbled
something unintelligible, and added
PART - TiME CIERiCAI EX)SiTiON
AVAilAbl
"Thanks to God."
460 PROCISso,c
The control tower at Algiers
Houari Rountedienne Airport asked
in English that the statement he ret ;rent People
Ct.
peated. One of the hijackers then got
rInxible hr.
on the radio and replied: "He
doesn’t want to talk,’’
Repons from a hostage freed earlier said that Al -Sabah was in very
had condition. apparently suffering
S0014
t.rom a nervous disorder. Two other
/80 7717
members of the royal family. Al-Sa-
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Softball team takes split
against Cal-Poly Pomona
Daily stall writer

Alter a I irst-game loss ti
wmona t13 -17i. pitcher t

.11-P01)

Dean
went the dist s.c iii second -game of
the double-header Saturday to lead
the Spartans’ softball team to a 4-2
ivitiry
It wasn’t an easy task either Dean
said Cal -Poly has great hitters capable of breaking a team’s lead any
time during a game. and she was re.
hey ed tt has e escaped Sill/IOW being
a s ictim ot such hitting
’ ’1 is as nervous that last game...
I /can said
"Vs e were up 4-2 and Pomona is a
set-) gia mU hitting team They can Int
ally thing.’ Dean said. alter holding
toe hits.
the Brom its to
In the lituli nning. the Spartans
had fallen behind 2-0is the Broncos
scored their second run of the game
on tw im hits and a Spartan error.
Dean kill: %1 she isould has e to pitch
well the remainder of the game
had to make sure we would
have a chance hi come hack." said
Dean us ho held Pomona hitless
thereat ter
’1 %sank:Li II, make sure I kept the
hall low ’ she added.
She got help in the sixth inning

when Spartan lead-off hitter Shannon Galloway reached first on a
tipped hall four feet in front of home
plate that was misplayed by the
Broncos.
Laurie Morgenthal then singled to
center field moving Galloway to second.
Tiffany Cornelius reached first
base on what should have been a
Bronco out, but the first baseman
dropped the ball on the throw. That
play loaded the bases for the Spartans and activated the Broncos’ bullpen
With no outs. Tina Roberts
doubled to lett field. scoring Galloway . But Morgenthal got caught in a
rundown and was tagged out at home
plate.
Angie Laolagi. the fifth Spartan to
go to the plate during the inning.
went the full 3-2 count before hitting
a solid double to center field. Two
runners scored and the Spartans took
a 3-2 lead.
Tami Rudd got another hit and another run scored before Kelli Moulden flied out to left field and Jill
Dolce was called out on strikes.
At the conclusion of the inning.
the Spartans had scored hour runs on
as many hits and led 4-2.

"I felt really good (then)." Dean
said after the game.
"I wanted to go out and win it."
she said. as Dean praised her teammates or their good defensive play
and hitting during that crucial period
when they were down 2-0.
Spartan coach Kathy Strahan was
happy with the win considering. the
Broncos had taken the first game.
"That was a good is in for us."
she said. as Strahan cited Dean for
an outstanding performance and the
team for coining through is ith the bat
ssith iunners in scoring position.
.
"Gale is the best one to have out
there (when the game is on the
line)." Strahan said of Dean whose
record is now 11-7 with a 0.69 ERA
The Spartans record now stands at
20-19 on the season and are 9- I I in
conference play.. The team has won
four ot its last five games.
Toda . the Spartans take on
Fresno State. The Bulldogs are
ranked third in the nation and Strahan, know ing that it’s going to be
tough to v. in. is hoping her team can
split with them.
"They ’re good -- real good."
Strahan said, adding that the Spartans would have to play extremely
well to heat them

Kendra Luck

Daily staff photographer

Pitcher Gale Dean. right, celebrates her complete -game win with catcher ’land Rudd

Samuel’s shutout keeps Tigers from three-game sweep
By Scan

hung

ry

Daily staff writer

Kendra Luck Daily staff photographer

SPA’ first baseman Jeff Hetherington 1391 receives a pick -off attempt too late 10 tag out a lniversity of the Pacific runner

Weather, flu hurt track squad’s showing
puts (Reed) in the No 2 spot in the of the athletes were disabled by the Classic II, only one SJSU athlete had
By Laura M. Lukas
flu.
qualitied for the PCAA ChampionPCAA."
Daily staff writer
"The weather and the flu really ships. Pole saulter Brian Wicks.
Despite the cold. cloudy weather
Tucker placed first in his heat of held us up." he said.
who placed I it’s’ with a 17-6 mark at
Saturday afternoon. SJSU’s track the 400 -meter run with
a time of
In addition highly-touted hammer the UC-Berkeley meet on March 19,
and field team members Ed Tucker 49.04. and Reed took second in the
thrower Sam Casallaro was injured is the only qualifier.
and Jim Reed enjoyed a moment in 81K) with a mark of 1:52.6.
in an automobile accident the night
’’It’s tough to qualify... Clark
the sun
Reed and Tucker also ran the sec- before the meet and was unable to said. "A lot of kids can’t get into the
Tucker and Reed ran season bests
in the 4110 and MINI-meters at the ond and third legs for the l60)-meter panicipate. Cavallaro was not se- big meets."
riously injured and will complete the
Wicks, along with the I 600-meter
Bruce Joiner Classic II at San Jose relay team which placed third.
relay team, will be going to another
The chilly weather did take its toll season.
City College
The team’s flu bug comes at a cru- Bruce Jenner Classic on May 28,
"It’s sery encouraging... said on the rest of the team’s perforand most of the athletes will be comHead Coach Marshall Clark "It mance. though. Clark said that man. cial time in the PCAA season.
"The PCAA Conference meet peting at the Poly Roy-al Invitational
Clark said. "It’s in San Luis Obispo this Saturday.
comes in May
good for !the athletes) to start runCurrently, the Spanans are behind
ning hest marks’’
Fresno State and t IC-Iry ine in the
The marks us ill determine whether PCAA Conference. Coach (lark is
the athletes will he able to participate hoping that the track team will clinch
third place
in the conference championships.
As of last weekend’s Bruce Jenner
’It’s as good as it gets.’ he said.
mile, 385 -yard course in 2 hours.
Ibrahim
Pi
BOS1
8 minutes. 43 seconds, well off
Hussein ot Kenya, winner of last
the track record of 2:07:51 by
Nos ember’s New York City MarRob de Castella in 1986 and
athon. captured Monday’s rain nearly two minutes slower than
soaked Boston Marathon by overWorld record of 2:06:50 set
the
taking Juma lkangaa of Tanzania
Sunday by Belayneh Dinsamo tul
"Friendly local service while you’re at school."
with 100 yards ill go.
Ethiopia in the Rotterdam MarDefending women’s champion
athon.
Rosa Nlota ot Portugal took the
More than 6.700 runners were
lead early and hreeied to her fifth
WHEEL
consecutive marathon victory in officially entered in the race from
OIL CHANGE
2:24 31) She won last year in Hopkinton. west of Boston.
through the countryside and into
’ .25.2 I
SERVICE
Dra,r,
Hussein completed the 26 - the city.
install New Ur Filter

Hussein, Mota capture
wins in Boston Marathon
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The Spartans’ baseball team
dropped a three-game conference series against the University of the Pa
elite over the weekend, losing two ot
three games at San Jose Municipal
Stadium.
SJSU dropped its overall record to
24-26 and its conference record
dropped I() 3-9.
There was a bright spot in the se
ries. That came on Saturday night
when Clyde Samuel lifted his record
to 3-5. shutting out the Tigers and
holding them to four hits while sink
ing out 12 in the 7-0 win. For his el
ton. Samuel was honored as PCAA
Pitcher of the Week on Monday.
Not one 1.10P player reached second base in Saturday’s contest.
The Spartan bats helped Samuel to
the win by smacking 10 hits.
Greg Banda and Jeff Hetherington
hoth had doubles. Mark Phillips and
Kevin Tannahill both had two RBI to
lead the team.
Only two Spartans in the starting
lineup failed to get at least one base hit in the game.
Friday night. SJSU sent four
pitchers to the mound in a 11-9,
12 -inning loss. Spartans’ starting
pitcher Donnie Rea surrendered six
hits and five runs in the I lit innings
he pitched.
SJSU and Rea were helped by
some solid relief pitching from Jeff
Knopf. who gave up only four hits,
walked none and struck out five
while giving up only one earned run
in 4 , innings of work.
Follow ing Knopf on the mound
was Juiui Bowles, who pitched two
innings, striking out three and allow ing two runs on three hits.
Reliever Eric Nelson I -Iif took
the loss Nelson pitched the last
three innings. giving up three runs
on six hits ss hile striking out three
and walking lust’
The Spartans put together nine
runs tin 10 hits. but it still wasn’t
good enough for the win.
Banda led the Spartans offensively going 2 for 5 with 3 RBI.
In Sunday ’s afternoon game. there

SPORTS
For his effort,
Samuel was
honored as PCAA
Pitcher of the Week
on Monday.
wasn’t much offense from either
side.
SJSU coach Sam Piraro said at the
beginning of the season that (UOPI
"is going to win their games in the
low -scoring fashion," and they did
lust that.
The Tigers beat the Spanans 2-1.
Dan Archibald, who went the distance hut received the loss. gave up
seven hits while striking out seven
and walking none.
Despite Archibald’s decent pitching in recent outings, he has lost his
fourth straight. Archibald’s record is
now
ith an 4.19 ERA. Archibald has 104 strikeouts this season.
The Spartans were able to gather
only five hits.
Banda went 2 for 4. Hetherington
also had two hits.
Hetherington scored SJSU ’5 only
run in the fifth when he scored from
third on an error.
sates: Banda useni in lor 13 against UOP,
knocking in three runs and lilting his akeragc
lo 124. lop, among NIJIlers on the Sp.itlan
’quad
SJSU has lost six in as laia seven games
against confer.
Five 01 those lows ha% e
enee opponents
The Spartans vase! hi San Francisco lode)
to lace the rniscriat) ol San Franciiicti Game
time is 2 V p m They Ifil%di 1.1 Santa Barbara
this sseekend 14, LAC Of1 UU-S.i111.1 Barbara in
a three -game wile.

Business Graduates:
We’re Looking for
People Who Want
to Make a Difference.
If you’re going to be a recent Business Graduate who
would like to be involved in directing technology’s
future, consider a career at National Semiconductor
in the Customer Service, Purchasing (Buyer) or
Material Planning areas.
At National, you can steer the course of your own
career, from training to advancement, backed by the
resources of a Fortune 500 Company. Opportunities
are available at our Corporate Headquarters in the
heart of Silicon Valley.
Learn how you can make a difference at National.
Please send your resume, indicating area of interest
to National Semiconductor, College Relations, Dept.
NSCR, P.O. Box 793, Mountain View, CA 94042.
We are an equal opportunity employer.

National
Ka Semiconductor
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Students gain chance to fly with Navy
Wing overs, loop the loops, rolls and spins
labeled as ’one of life’s greatest experiences’

let

tither
at the
JP)
the
did

Four SJSU students got a taste
of Navy dogfighting during spring
break when the U.S. Navy took
them on an acrobatic night over
Concord.
The students were winners of a
U.S.
Navy -sponsored random
drawing. They won after visiting
the aviation department at San Jose
International Airport.
The day of the drawing. Feb.
25. the Navy landed an A-4 attack
aircraft at San Jose International in
an attempt to interest students to
become flight officers.
The students were given their
prize April I.
The sun was hot and the haze
hung low over the East Bay. The
students started with a pre-flight
briefing at Concord Airport.
Lt. Alden Williams used a
model airplane to demonstrate the
manuevers the students would experience The model resembled the
single -engine 134-B trainei . the
plane the students were to tly
He then proceeded to tell the
group about the dangers involved
and how to handle in-flight emergencies that they might encounter.
"When you jump out of the
plane aim your body at the front
wing that way. by the time you
reach the wing you won’t be badly
hurt by the on -coming elevator
(the rear horizontal wing)... said
Williams as he explained the hail -

out procedures.
After an hour-long briefing, tension and anticipation were visible
on the students faces. Sweltering
heat added to the discomfon.
Pierre Doyon. a senior majoring in
flight operations and maintenance
management. w as the first to go
up.
Pilot Eric Schoneberg, who normally flies P-3 Orions. helped
strap him in and adjust his parachute. They took off and flew to-

- Pik

ward Tracy. At 5.000 feet the pilot
started with a few stalls to prepare
Doyon. and then went into the gutss
manneyers.
First were "wing overs" the
plane peeled off to the left. flipped
upside down, and then duplicated
the manueNer. this time to the
right. Next. Shoneberg talked
Doyon through a "loop the loop,"
and then told Doyon to repeat this
manuever on his own.
Going through the manuever.
Doyon said his arms became heavy ,
as "three Cs." a force three times
the amount of gravity . He said his

"neck shrank into his shoulder...
Then the pilot spun the plane
into a "barrel roll." The ride was
like an "overly smooth corksrew
on a rollercoaster.’ Doyon said.
Finally. it was time for the most
violent manuever: the spin. The
nose of the plane dipped down and
rolled to the left. All that could he
seen was the ground. not a trace of
blue. Doyon said.
The ground spun clockwise
faster and faster; farm houses and
fields expanded through the blur of
the propellor. The whole time the
pilot kept a cool face as though he
were sitting in his armchair at
home." 1)oyon explained.
Finally he kicked in the right
rudder. pulling the plane out of the
dive.
After the aerobatics the pilot
gave Pierre the stick and had him
perform a few stalls and coordi
nated turns. Then Down w as
asked to By the plane back to Concord Airport where the pilot proceeded to land the plane.
The plane came to a stop and
Doyon climbed out of the cockpit
with an ear-to-ear grin plastered on
his face.
Aker his flight Daryl Cullins. a
senior in industrial technology.
If I
summed up his feelings:
should die tommorow I w ill have
had one of life’s greatest experiences and not feel short-changed."
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Top, pilot Eric Schoneherg
( front ) and Pierre Mikan. a
senior majoring in night
operations and maintenance
management, taxi for take -off.
Ahoke. Lt. %Wen Williams
(right) helps adjust the
parachute and safetk harness of
Darkl Collins. a senior
majoring in industrial
trchnologk .

Left, the instruments of the
134-B aircraft appear to hake
taken quite a less hard knocks
through the kcal-% of training
nen pilots.

Beluss.N as pilot Eric
Schoneherg takes the ’134-11
into a "Ning user. just one of
mank maneukers the four S.Pd
student-asiators had the chance
to experience..1.housands of
feet heloo the nose ’tithe vf.34-11
is California farmland.
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Susan Edvi anis, a senior majoring in journalism and a member

of SJS1

Matthew E Durham Daily staff photographer
’s Iplia Phi soriorit, digs the ball oxer the net

Pilot program helps students learn
\ II A \ II
\
When school administrators
it up and pay attention to what teachers have to
say . students learn more.
That . the theory behind a pilot program in
Miami mud the rest of Dade County that has educators across the country taking notes.
We people on the front lines and we
really are on the front lines have a real contribution to make." says Linda Lentin. a first -grade
teacher al North Miami Elementary and Dade
County teacher of the year, a classroom instructor with 11 sears of experience.
School based management and shared decision -making are the cornerstones of the program
implemented by the Dade County School Board
and United Teachers of Dade in the fourth -largest
school district in the country. with 255.(XX) students in 2h() schools.
Other elements of the program include a proposal to improve inner-city schools by involving
arious community organizations. Saturday

classes, a satellite kindergarten in an 111.ot:ince
company. and various professional grow th initiatives.
But the decision to give schools more say in
their own management, with input from teacher
committees, is the most fundamental of the reforms. which had the enthusiastic support of the
teachers union.
Last spring. 53 schools designed programs detailing how they would make decisions normally
Linda Lentin,
handed down from a central or regional office.
Dade County teacher of the year
concerning such things as budget, curriculum and
schedules.
Eighteen elementary’ schools. 10 middle or ju- lion Berman. principal of Southwood Junior
nior schools, four high schools and one adult edu- High.
cation center were chosen to participate in the
The concept of teachers committees particifour-year program that began this school year.
pating is revolutionary, according to Pat Tornillo,
"The people that are the closest to making the executive vice president of the teachers union.
decisions as to what needs to he done to educate
It’s put Dade Count) at the cutting edge of edthe kids
we’re talking about the teachers
ucational reform. says Joseph A. Fernandez. suare all\ ely involved in that process." says El - perintendent ot schools.

’We people on the front
lines and we really are on
the front lines have a real
contribution to make’

Jackson: Brown points out Democrat’s successes
11011 page I
said the Republicans had S235 million to protect the t’ S. Senate they
controlled. hut 55 Democrats were
sucessfully nominated to the United
States Senate
"The Hack votes turned out by 90
percent to put more Democrats in office Jackson put the black votes
there. Brown said
In 1988 when Jackson began to
win white votes in the southern
states and states where. "we know
there aren’t a large number of
blacks. Brown said people began
to say " ’Where are these people
...timing from Are they busing them
Jesse Louis Jackson won
Super Tuesday. although many
thought he would be the front runner. hut couldn’t receive the white
votes he needed
Brown quoted Jackson during his
speech hy say mg. "There is no justi
fication tor its being indifferent. We
to the level where
should leson
human rights are as important tor
blacks as it is lot w Mies." Brown
said
Brow n said the one thing his
mother congratulated him on was
hooking up with Jackson on such an
historical moment. But he said when
his mother heard about what Jimmy
aggan did, she called him and
said. "Don’t you confess. ’ ’
Brow n said the> began to dig into

Warren
t

page I

the character of Warren.
"I feel that if we had met we
would have been very good
friends." Kransk!. said
"He is helping me to he stronger.
It is going to he very easy for me to
deal w imhi I the disease I because I’ve

Court refuses
to revive lawsuit
’Hie SuASHIN(i’l
preme Court refused to res use a lawsuit against the Federal As notion Admiii istrat ion stemming from an

Jackson’s background as they do all Jesse’ organization. but says the Kathy was lonely and only sought atcandidates, but they weren’t suc- mentality is out there, but doesn’t tention. So Cordell told Kathy to
cessful. "They said they found think it will prevail among the cam- come back once a month for an evalsomeone who wrote a paper for Jesse paign Democrats.
uation. She said Kathy doesn’t shopwhile he was in college but they
Brown says the people are ready. lift anymore and appears in her court
couldn’t find anything. Brown
for Jackson, it is just a matter of every month.
said.
Cordell said her first positive exwhether the Democratic party is
(corrected
"We told them Jesse
perience on the bench was the first
ready for a black to lead.
prac1984)
had
mistakes
of
time
earlier
she walked into the court room.
"All the Democrats have to do is
ticed it, rehearsed it, and the mis- clear their throats. he said. The The bailiff told everyone to rise. A
takes he made, he made six to 11 words will change if Jackson is group of Chicanos sitting in the back
months ago. you’re too late.** elected. "It will no longer be ’we row raised their fists and said.
Brown said.
shall overcome.’ it will be ’we have "Right on r
Brown said this year represents an overcome; " said Brown as he left
’I wanted to raise my fist back
incredible potential year for blacks the stage.
and lean over to the microphone and
in America He said no matter who
Judge Cordell has spoken at three say. ’Yea, right on, we made it.’ "
the Dem ’,rani: nominee is, America of the four Tea’s and said she appre- she said.
is ted up with Republicans.
ciates being invited back each time.
’A Democratic will win. If we do
Cordell approached the podium
it right. Jesse Jackson can he on that and began to talk about her
ticket not just a front runner, he can relationship and experience, "as a
he a nominee, he can he president." black woman and as a woman on the
Brown said.
court." she said.
Although many people are skeptiCordell began to speak about the
cal of Jackson because he has never roles we are programmed with durheld a public office. Brown said that ing early childhood and said she reit Jackson wig, put on the podium alized the craziness of this condition
with anyone and then the audience during her time on the bench.
cast the vote. "I guarantee you.
"Here I was sitting on this court
Jesse will have won.’’ he said.
in an adversarial position where I
When asked the question on didn’t have time for nurturing, but I
whether or not the Democratic party do take time out sometimes and it
was willing to take the chance of let- helps," she said.
ting Jackson win the Democratic
She began to tell the story of a
nomination and losing the presi- shoplifter named Kathy. Cordell said
dential nomination. Brown stated Kathy had come before her court
that he doesn’t think there is a "stop several times before and she realized

Fr
page
University. "It kind of gives me a
good reeling."
With sponsors ranging from radio
station KAM to Skiv’ Ease Sportswear. Sigma Pi staged the second
annual event to benefit the Multiple
Sclerosis Society of Santa Clara.
Three sororities front SJSU braved
the cold for Inn, charity and competition.
"We’re having a hall. said Tobisch, adding that some of her sorority sisters took volleyball classes to
prepare for the tournament. "We
think we’re going to take it.
. . We’re really serious about
this."
Dedication aside. Chi Omega tied
lOr third with Delta Gamma sorority
of Santa Clara University. Alpha Chi
Omega sorority from the University
of California at Berkeley finished
first and Pi Beta Phi from California
State University at Chico took second.
The Delta Gammas and Alpha
Phis from SJSU played. but didn’t
place.
"We have the look that we’re a

serious team, said Scott Rees. an
Alpha Tau Omega fraternity member
who coached Delta Gamma. referring to the sorority’s matching tank
tops and shorts. "But deep down,
they’re just having fun.
Delta Gamma member Dana Barnett agreed.
"We’re here for the fun of it and
the free lunch." she said. "If we
meet guys along the way, that’s a
bonus "
Stacie Watson. a member of
Alpha Phi sorority at SJSU, also
took a lighthearted approach to the
tournament. She smiled, shook her
fist, and described her team as "very
ambitious and determined to win.
"We’ve only practiced one time
before (the event)." she said.
h"(W)t.e.’re having fun. I wish it was
Despite the cold. Ferrante said the
tournament raised about $300 for the
philanthropy. He was also pleased
with the turnout 26 sororities this
year compared to eight the year before.
"The sun isn’t shining, but I don’t
see anyone complaining." he said.
I look, people are
smiling."

Outreach: Students aided
From page I
James Walsh, associate dean ot
the School of Social Sciences, explained the importance of the program to the school and their commitment to the minority students,
"The School of Social Sciences is
anxious to follow the school’s lead
in helping these students," he said.
’’We feel it is vital for the academic
development of these students. It
will help them now and in the future
to have this kind of exposure."
Samuel Henry, associate dean of
Social Sciences said, "This allows
them to he a part of the campus. It
brings them into social sciences."
Both associate deans spent their
lunch-hour Monday flipping hamburgers and hot dogs for the students
at the barbecue pits.
Juvencia Rom. Outreach coordinator for SAA said. "We don’t have
the resources or stalf to get every-

body. But the ones we do become in volved with learn skills also, like
goal setting. conflict resolution and
test taking.
"Minority students often drop out
by eighth grade. They see full-time
jobs as the priority." Hunter said.
"We are attempting to let them see
the options."
After the students participate in
the outreach program they are "tracked" throughout high school. The
percentage that attend college are
noted. They are given special attention both in high school and college.
Dea Nelson, who works with
SJSU Relations with Schools is also
involved with campus outreach programs. This department works with
high school students and promotes
opportunities availible with SJSU
and college in general.
"This is the time of year that
schools are bringing tours to campus," Nelson said. She has three
groups this week

Riots bring more deaths in Middle East
GALA CITY, Occupied Cia/.1 Iournalists and hospitals reported.
Strip (API Israeli
soldiers totla
killed 10 Palestinians. Arab and hosSix of the seven Arabs killed in
pital reports said, in the bloodiest Gaza by army gunfire were from refday in four months of violence as ugee camps
three from Khan
riots erupted to protest the assassina- Yunis, two from Rafah, and one
tion of a PLO leader.
from Bureij. A Palestinian from the
At least 32 Palestinians were village of Abasan. near Gaza City,
wounded by army gunfire, Arab also died in a clash with soldiers.

How to stand out
in a crowd.

.dreads been through all the emo’This production is perhaps more
tions," he said.
educational than other productions
The play doesn’t deal so much and
maybe more emotional,’’
with the disease as with the emotions Kearns said.
connected with it," Walters said.
Kransky said he believes War"AIDS needs to be humanized and ren’s spirit is still watching over the
theater has the ability to educate production and that his legacy is
much more than other mediums."
continuing on.
In this case, the play not only tells
Perhaps this is the "beauty and
a story. hut also gives accurate infor- meaning to these ashes** that Sam,
Mani in about the disease itself.
played by Eric Bosse.v, as talking
about.
airplane crash near Bishop that killed
36 people in 1974.
The justices, without comment
Monday. let stand rulings that the
FAA is immune from charges that its
negligence contributed to the accident.

/MAU
For A Dollar

PRESENTS

TUESDAY NIGHT

The Amencari F.sprexi* Can’ gets an outstanding welcome
Junwhere you shop, whether its for a leather jacket
or a lealtier tioouid CIASSIC Whether you’re bound for
hoolaturt or a beach in klennuda So dunng college
and after. is the perfect way to pay for just about
evenithing you’ll want
How to get the Cant ow.
College is the first sign of success And because we
believe in your potential, we’ve made it easier
to get the Amencan Express Card ruffs now
Whether you’re a freshman, senior or
grad student, look into our new automatic
approval offers for dumb, pith up an
application on aunpus
Or call 11400-T1tE-CARD and ask for
a student application
The American Express Card
1)on’t Leave School Without It!"
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TONIGHT
4/19

CHRIS
ISAAK
RAIN PARADE
Drawing

Ticket sales from April 4 to 21
will be held Thursday, April 21 in Art Quad

Available at tables located on campus
Student Union Clark Library Business Classrooms
Sponsored by:

SJSU MARKETING CLUB
MAPLE PRESS
ROYAL KAIIANA

TROPICAL RENT-A -CAR
BLIMPIE
AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOC.

NEXT WEEK
4/26

JULIET SLIP
MYSTERY DATE

with

DOORS OPEN AT 7PM
’DX AT BASS OR DOOB
200 N. FIRST ST.
292-2212
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SportaGuide lA ii daily ’wigwam Room. For information call 729for SJSU student. faculty and staff 5763.
orgoniwth ###
Items may he sob
milted on .forms in the Doily (Wive. Social Dance Club: Weekly dance
practice and general meeting. 4-7
Dwight Hemel Hull Room 208, but
p.m. For information call 279-9680.
will not he accepted over the phone.
Career Planning & Placement:
The deadline tor the net
How to develop a portfolio. 2 p.m.
(hl/It’? Is lllIiSfl
S.U. Umunhum Room. For informaTODAY
tion call 924-6033.
Campus Crusade for Christ: luc, Social Dance Club: Dance practice
day Night Live. 7:15 p.m. Dudley & general meeting. 4-7 p.m. S.U.
Moorhead Hall 150. For information Guadalupe Room. For information
call 279-9680.
call 277-8463.

For information call 924-5750.
Ohana of Hawaii: Hawaiian Luau
May H. Tickets on sale. A.S. Busi
ness Office. 5-9 p.m. For information call 251-4667.
Ohana of Hawaii: Hula demonstration. 12:30 p.m. S.U. Amphitheater.
For information call 251-4667.
Chemistry: Seminar. 4:30 p.m.
Duncan Hall 135. For information
call 924-5000.

Enviromental Resource Center: Christian Student
Fellow sIn:
Lecture Presentation, Stewart Udall. Weekly discussion meeting. I
7:30-10 p.m. S.U. Loma Prieta a.m.-1:30 p.m. S.U. Almaden
Room.
For
information
call Room. For information call 2614924.5467.
1411.
Environmental Resource Center: A.S. Leisure Services: Intramural
Earth Day ’88. 10 a.m.-4 p.m. in the Tennis Tournament Sign-ups: 8
Art Quad. For information call 924- a.m.-5 p.m. Student Activities Of5467.
fice. For intOrmation call 924-5966.
India Students Association: Sec- Asain American Spring Festival:
ond ,,I,eneral members meeting. Pacili, Rim Film Festival. 10:30
I 10 p.m. S.U. Guadalupe ;co,
;0 p.m Camera 3 Theatre.

Fantasy and Strategy Club: Open
gaming area: bring games and meet
players. 6- I I p.m. S.U. Upper Pad.
For information call 377-5349.
Meteorology: Ensuring the survival
of the entire community. 3:30-4:30
p.m. Duncan Hall 615. For information call 924-52(14).
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Angelo Lopez and Alex Sheikman

Dumbar Pig

(LAST NIGHT, WHILE
WE WERE WATCHING DOES INSANITY
A PLAY, DUMBAR
RUN IN YOUR
SUDDENLY STARTED
FAMILY-,
YEA,IjNQ
GISMOS% !
WENT ON A
DATE vigil climate

I’M RrtY
wORRI
NEM
Him .

NO MY

HEY L10.! WAXTE-YOU SEEN DUmBNP

DP’s
BEEN
pwrry
000.

Akbayan Filipino -American Clot,:
General Meeting. 2 p.m. S.11. AI
maden Room. For information call
(415) 790-2303.

I
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Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS
NEED

: in.
like
and

MEDICAL INSURANCE, We
have plans with quality coverage
at affordable prices Call Mark Fil
Ice Washington National Insur

ance. (4081 943-9190 for a no 0611.
gallon quote

out
title
aid.
see

NEW BILINGUAL BULL ETIN BOARD’
Find love romance adventure or
friends for sports or social part.
ners Declare your love or loll 11 10
the world’ Call now (408)9762302,52
1011 11 any

in
traMe
are
lenge.
with
also
proWith
jflies
SLI

STUDENT

DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now. Save your teeth, eyes
and money too For information
and brochure see A S ofIrce or
call (408)371-6811

WE DON’T HAVE THE ANSWERS. but
that’s OK We are a church corn.
munIty that values the indovIdual
search lot ones own truth The
FIRST UNITARIAN CHURCH of
San Jose otters creative services
strmuleting discussion, 8 opportunities for social action We are
located at 160 N 3rd SI Join us
Sundays al II 00 or call 292.3858

that
am tree

AUTOMOTIVE
’86 T -BIRD ELAN. red. loaded Buy or
assume lease Call 924.3507
82

t

FORD EXP excint coral A C.
42000K. brand new paint. u s
grt, must sere, 52300 be 438-6727

81 FORD ESCORT GLX, light blue. excellent running condition. clean &
affordable

1 in
refhan
one
the
ity.

51250 12

Call

972-

9957 for details
77 HONDA CIVIC RM.111 engine new
parts, runs good. 005060 Call
732-3391. most sell.
’76 VW RABBIT for sale Engine good
askrng 005060 Call 279-2152,
must sell.
’71 BUG. NEEDS SOME WORK but
overall good reliable car WOO
268-9252 Iv rness for Pup

COMPUTERS
Call 238.1038
oft or SJSU with ID

Special 6.

Mln

PROGRAMMABLE YAMAHA KE CORD
w amp cord 8 stand Bought in
Jan -only used 5 times’ Has In.
Call Drone at 296-5817
t THE BREAD 6 ROSES BOOKSHOP is
unique bookstore specNIgIng
t
.

current
In books on history
events labor Black Americans.

AsianArriericans
Chicanos.
Marxism
Wrttlen by
Cwomen.
Blacks Chicanos Asians labor
activists, Morns. We also have
in English. Sovrel texts in the so.
clal sciences You won I find our
posters and records in
Biker stores in the valley In addi
lion we have rictIon and chi!.
dren s books Located at 950 5
books

San Jo. (3 bike south of
$280) Call 294-2930 for hours

First St

1987 KAWASKI JET SKI. red. appr 20
hrs like new Ouick turn stewing.
52750 firm 292-2841 John

HELP WANTED
CAN YOU COMMUNICATE, Can you
convince other of your Ideas and
abilities, Learn how and earn
good money at the same time
Fiesible evening and weekend
hours. Call 924.1129
CAREER OPPORTUNITY with 3rd
largest insurance company We
need reliable stable people inter.
ested in owning theu own bus,
ness We provide sales 4 manager.. I.ining A a guaranteed
Income when quellfted Call David
lecher or Dick Adams If 371.63

lion
FREE RENT

SALARY’ Help Male
quadriplegic Live-in nicer Sunnyvale apt. Don 11 730.1841

GRAPHIC ARTISTS NEEDED for freelance work Must have some ca
porience
paste-up

with
etc

design
layout.
Call Linda at 984-

6235
HIRING" Goyernmen1 lobs. your area
Many
Immediate
openings,
515.000468.000
Call (602113388885. eat 4250
LANDSCAPING WRK 2-3 days wk
Flex hrs 575
per day plus gas
Must be clean cut, very dependable, have own truck yr hitch Call
Paul (415)964-2985 or 226-0581
LIFEGUARDS Seasonal 8 year round
posilions available now Salary
Lifeguards 55 59.5640 hr Pool
managers
57 00-58 60 hr
Call
942.2470
LOOKING FOR LUNCH WAITRESS"
Nobu s Japanese Restaurant 4th
8 Jackson Call 287.5944
MANAGEMENT INTERN
The
City Of San Jose is accepting applications for the position of Menagemerd intern interns assist the
City Manager and dept heads in
organInng. developing and eval.
inning City services and pro.
grams Salary is 928,764 yr Re-

lure 51 435.1344 ask for Janet
COUNSELORS. Group home for lulls.
110 children Varied hours and
shifts Great Exp for psych 8
Iliad soc service student Call M.
F. 9-5 .1377.1494
USSFOODSERVERS COOKS. HOST.
ESS. CASHIERS and busboys
Oweys
is
Corianders
Mare
enthusiastic
looking
0 grin our team Apply al
we
Ave
or call 2652831 Month.
for

new

7130 for appoinlmenl
FOREIGN STUDENTS AND SCHOL
ARS" Intl businessses and Investors seek foreign nationals with
Wel hand knowledge of economic. business, scienillic and
polftical conditions in home coun.
Iry for consulling .00.. For
info send resume to BCS Intl
700 St Marys PI Suite 1400. San
Antonio Tx 78205 or call 1800)
828-2828, Elf 856
FOREIGN STUDENTS AND SCHOL
ARS" Intl businesses and inns.
tors seek foreign naftonals with
Mgt hand knowledge of eon
non., business, sclonliftc and
political conditions In home country for consulting assistance For
info send resume lo OCS Intl

weekend hours
Paid ’riming
Start your climb to the TO P Call
Mirth at 924.1129
SUMMER WORK’ Southwestern Co
earn $4800 average
up in sum
mer Build resume 8 earn college
credit For information call Gary
at 377-3040
TEACHER ASST

30 hr wk

ed psych & or students Opptya
for promotion Call 3744050
TEACHERS PRESCHOOL. Estended
day 12-6 PM daily Must have ECE
units. good pay benefits
Call
TODAY 723-9360
TELEMARKETING" Appointment set
ting Pan time. $700 WK POSSIBLE DAILY CASH Walking di..
lance from campus Afternoon 8
evening

shills available Good
voice 8 personality Call Jerry If
998-4526
TELEMARKET,

CANVASS.
CONCERTS, FUN! Work for Thomas
Jefferson Up to $20 hr. aftrn

eves Downt S J great cause’ Call
Ray at 947-7778 Help make history
TIE UP THOSE loose ends, Earn orlre
SS as invanlory counter.. kit pullers or stock clerks on short term
assignments ROWE Call us at
Tailored Inventory 749-0240 Mon
day through Friday
TRAINING SPECIALIST

Direct care
staff needed for residential facilllies for adolescents and young
adults with autism A related disa
billtms FT PT positions evadable
early weekday
mornings.
0.
lernoons. weekends. 8 overnight
shifts $6-57 25 hr Call for applications & information 376-6224

TUTOR NEEDED. Math 71

Resumes will be reviewed and
evaluated for personal interviews

Michela at 77743182

names and telephone numbers of
3 references lone most be a faculty member), official undergrad.
uate and graduate transcripts
3-5 page typewritten paper ori

resumes to Bob Allen, City of San
Jose Personnel Dept 801 N First
St . Rrn 207. San Jose. Ca 95110
14081277-4204
MODEL SEARCH. All ages high fash
ion TV commercial print work
stall w L Agence call 374-6090
NEW BILINGUAL BULLETIN BOARD.
Find love romance adventure or
Mends for sports or social part.
ners Declare your love or tell it to
the world. Call new 14081 979.foillf any
2002.82
OT PT. RN or "7, 5550 hr to Wad...bled grad w health care AM.
7Th. SS, MWF, 356-2718
PARTTIME

CHILDCARE POSITIONS
avian.. immediately 55-$8 hr
Northern California Nannies 14151
949-2933

PART-TIME

FULL TIME JOBS avail.
able’ Never a fee Call BEST Temporary Services 984.1340 for de.
tails
Typists
secretaries
receptionists,

laborers

file

PREPARE DIVORCES. BANKRUPT.
CIES II other paralegal docuSecretorsal typist posi.
rnerft
lion pi time 20 Ms Call 297-4776
READER DRIVER’ Salary negotiable
For More Information call Cell.
Mary at 986-1750
RED EYE is looking for assistant men
age. bull time 8 part time in our
local stores

Well work around
school schedules but must have 2
mornings a week opening avail.
ability

nonsmokers

interested

ics.

electronic or mechanical
orientation end US citizen repurred Call 415-493-1800. eat
445

HOUSING
Licensed agent
API TO SUBLET’ Larger bdrrn Victorian across frrn SJSU
Fully
frnahd. 3-4 mos In summer
5355 mo
care for FAT CAT call
971-7478. per.d for dorm std.
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. 1 bedroom I
bath off streol parking. $475 Call
224-3939 286-8840,

SALES

A

MANAGEMENT.

licensed

49.11
FEMALE

ROOMMATE WANTED to
share bedroom in 2 berm apt
Pool laundry new furniture, car
pets and Me $200 per month,

$100 diet.. Move in May 1 2
blks from campus Cell 279-8850,
ask for Chart-on or Susan
-LARGE CLEAN QUIET 2 bedroom. 2
bath apt near campus w secure
perking $650 mo. 275-1945
campus

5550 mo
security deposit Car
port. walk to campus 279-8075
62000 GETS YOU frorn that no gain
rent 8 into your own mobile
home Ernie 371-1654 249-5100

PERSONALS
BUILDING SELF.CONFIDENCE support group Thursday evenings II.
censed Iheraplat 755.7211
ELECTROLYSIS

CLINIC."
UN.
WANTED HAIR removed forever
Confidentiel

335 S
Beywood
San Jose, call 247.74E6 for

FREE CAMERA with purchase of Jostens Class Ring, April
Ilth
through
22nd
al
SPARTAN

siesta person neat appearance
Cell or apply in person DJ’s
Fashion Center Eastridge Mall.

NEW BILINGUAL BULLETIN BOARD,
Find love romance adventure or

4

San Jose, ask for Leone Gray at
238-5701
SALES PT FT financial services Es
celient opportunity Send resume
to PO Box 53347, S J 95153
SECURITY

OFFICERS PROCESS
SERVERS" FT PT security offr
cars all shifts FT PT evening
process servers We will Irwin
Apply in person Mon -Fri SAM.
4PM 260 MerIdien Ave, S J .266%00

tisperienc needed Apply VAN.
GUARD SECURITY 3212 Scott
Blvd between 010011 II Son Tomas Santa Clara Cell 727.9793
SHIPPING RECEIVING CLERK open.
Ing at Varian image Tube Division
Requires 2 yrs ...len. In
stores ship rat or pun plus
ability lollft 50 lbs. fork ilft certificate and California drivers II.
cense Must be U S citizen Call
415-493.1800. furl 445
SUMMER JOBS-NOW, Learn better
communIcetions

and business
skills Won flosible evening and

’C:i.ALIsi
ETERTHE

PC1 THERE’S
OUR tititl MAW(

price Complete eye exam mcludmg glaucoma check, complete
contact lense service for family
Fashion frames and sunglasses
by the leading designers Super
thin lenses for high power Rs

ot4-glictil THE
-rum 11,i(i, CAT

ENIERIAW..

Open 7 days a we. Insurance
and Medical are warmly wet.
corned SJSU students & rdaff al.
ways have 1Cfty off Call for appt
now." 405 E Santa Clara St et
9th. call 995-0468 We speak Viet.
nem... Spanish IL Chinese
LEARN HOW TO EARN MONEY

My
assistance makes steady Income
possible Easy method starts you
earning quickly For informative
phone

appointmeni
1020

(415)

1162

Wanda Folk

Laugh Lines

MATH-PHONE

Math
problems
solved. tailoring by phone at any
level Sessions 1 4 to 1 hour Call

r

1

THIS IS GERALOO RNERA LNE
F Rom
yoNicio

DEA-n4 Row

(415) 796-8497

WE PM GOING A) MEET A
MAPAVW THE LOWEST OF THE
LOW
_

PHOTOGRAPHIC MEMORIES. Let me
capture your wedding memories
wIth quality photos for less" Bud-

A DEA5TOIHOCOLDL‘f ORCHISTRATE11)11) REVEAL THE INN( P WORIONGS
ONE OF THEMOST BRUTAL MASS
A GRAZED MIND’ HERE IS THE IftAN
MURDERS IN U 5 HIVTORY
WHO MADE DARTH VADER LOOK LIKE
TOMCAT HE WILL SUCHER OUT
THE EAsu IR BUNNY CHARLES
FROM UNDERNEATH MI5 ROCK ).$L,___LIANS06.1"
%.....,,

get and deluxe packages from
$299 You keep the negative. Call

THAT WAS GREAT.DuDE ’ \)
WANNA BE my PR MAN?

ILL

PE ireWHO’S villein

,’i1
111,
II

Cherie at 274-8099
PROFESSIONAL

DISC JOCKEY by
Desiree Michel, formerly of KSJS
You ye got the party we ye got
the

Flq
: t

msg.

Michel Productions
provides a wide variety of music
for your wedding party or dance

Ai

a

rTn,s._ _ 1’,J

64.

P....1. 0011P

at reasonable rates Call Desire.
or Phil al 289.2820w 922-7359

1
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4

00
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WRITING

RESEARCH SERVICES
Academic thesis
assistance
Ghostwriting All sulftects OuaiINN writers Resumes Re-wrft.
inc. Catalog Berkeley 1415) 6415036

YOUR

WEDDING

PHOTOGRAPHED

professional

high quality

budget price free information
Call 371-7887 ask tor SJSU discount

TYPING
AAAAAA HIP YOU FINALLY FOUND It.
an ...enced arfordable professional typisli AI 90 words
minute. I can make all your papers
look and BE their best in no time

rands and evenings

Call Linda

210-5161

N.Y.’s Knickerbocker News bids farewell
ALBANY. N.Y. (AP) - l’he most 70.000 in 1973.
Knickerbocker News published its
The departure of The Knickerfinal edition in its 145 -year history . bocker News leaves New York
topping it with a banner headline that state’s capital with only one newsparead "We Say Farewell."
per.
Capital Newspapers. which pubThe Knick. as it Was known lolished the afternoon newspaper and cally, began publication in 1843 as
the morning Times -Union. blamed The Albany Knickerbocker. From
the death Friday of The Knicker- 1879 to 1928. when the Gannett Co.
bocker News on declining circula- purchased it. the paper Was known
tion.
as The Knickerbocker Press. It bePaid circulation Iir the last edition came The Knickerbocker News in
Was 28.000. down from a peak of al1937. The Hearst Corp.. which

AAAA-ACCURACY

ACHIEVEMENT
ACCOUNTABILITY
ACK NOWL
EDGE ABLE in typing that s tops
Trust

TONY

296-2087

ante. Thanks

DENT DISCOUNT

17 years .1.
nonce Call Chrysler at 92341461
APA FORMAT term paper thesis wel.
corned 10 years typing word processing .perience Letter quality
printing Very compel.. fares

with computer
Close to school Available night
and day Rush Lobs are my spec.at

pur-

The nearly 40 staff members who
worked only for the News will join
the Times-Union. which will become an all -day newspaper Monday.
officials said.
Four people were laid off as a result of The Knickerbocker News’ demise and 39 took voluntary retirement. said Publisher Joseph T.
Lyons.

Classified

A At SECRETARY

..
Call Pam
5025 225-9009

1155 115
Capital Ness
chased the newspaper in 1960.

Thanks

51 50 per page double spaced
Available seven days weekly
Quick turnaround All work guar.

14081

Students receive a drscount with
ID Access Data -281-4982 ask tor

225-

Teresa

ABSOLUTELY

ACCURATE ACCOMPLISHED Typist Specializing in
all academic typing including

CALL LINDA TODAY" Avoid the rush’
Reserve now for your term papers group protects, theses, vic
Professional word procestung
free disk storage Quick return ell

APA format lerm pspers theses.
resume
& cover letters I look
fonvard to serving your typing
needs thl semester lirly rates
8 30 in
5 00 p m
Nine 251.

work guaranteed

typing our speciality Free proo.
fing disk storage
Reasonable

DO YOURSELF A FAVOR’ Take advantage of our expertise Top sec.
AAAAA lel semen for all your WORD
processing need. Graphics let
tars manuscripts reports, re-

Ware last dependable grammar
wise college grads So call us
with paper reports theses les.

sumes term papers theses We
also provide disk storage edittng
grammar

...Idly science) etc at 251-0449

PS Laser

ACADEMIC

TYPING WORD PROCE
RESSING Thesis work a specialty Experience count.. Group
papers weizome Standard 8 mi.
crocassette transcription
Free
disk storage and generous STU.

Cassette tran

scriptIon
available
Almaden.
Branham area 7 days week Call
264.4504

5942
ABSTRACT WE RE NOTLette. quality
accuracy guaranleed Academic

and spell checking
printing
or printing

from your disk Special discount
for faculty and students Call
Printy
WORDWORKS at 14081
253-WORD or 253.WORK
ENTERPRISE

WORD

PROCESSING

Thesis specialists Also farm pa.
per, manuscripts screenplays,
resumes. repetitive Netters, Iran.
scription

Fr. SPELCHEK, copy
edit disc storage Quick turn,
around Santa Clara Call 24E5825

LASERJET OUTPUT Years or etpeo
enc. serving SJSU frau.), and
studenis All work guaranteed
Specializing in word perfect and
word Call PJ at 923.2309
LUCID

EDITORIAL SERVICE Typing
writing assistance *doling typing

EVERGREEN
WORDPROCESSING
Term papers 51 asp Obi sp and
proofed

Small business

of reports, theses elc
Laser
printer Affordable occurare Ow

letters

pendable Only 12 minutes from
campus Pickup available Sally at

malting lists

flyers newsletters
prowcts
welcome
Ouallty guaranteed On campus
pickup delivery Call (408) 274instructor

.84 (Neve message)
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY tot your
academic, business legal word

awls, and mi. reports Resumes
and cover 10Iers Free spelling

processing need
reports resumes

Term papers.
tetters group
proNcts manuals the.* etc All
academic formats & APA Free
disk storage SPEL CHEN punc
tuation grammar assistance All

Letter quallty printers
check
Competitive rat. 735484515.1
Sunnyvale

R.sonable

rat.

ENTERPRISE."

sronal ry ping Z.

Proles
business sery

ices Fast r.sonable 8 near the
university Cali 297.4047
TERM PAPERS BY MAIL", We lake
your .01 sit IL type you party &
get down

Laser output & spell

Call Dinar Pubs at MS
3941 977.7999 beeper
proofed

PRO.

12 years secrets.]
zrturerien. No lob too large or
Student
loo
small
Rate

REASONABLE
Call PATTI at 14081
Santa Claw area

RATES’11
246-5633

Term papers Metes Re
stones and rush lobs are my specialties Turn your handwnften

TYPING

Oran into polish. work

Biblio-

graph., footnotes snap on my
word processor Special stud.t
rates
Phone
message)

292-0693

(leave

CESS1NG"

$12 50 hr Reg 61800 hr Hours
830-5 PM (afternoon hours by
appointmeni) Call Anna at 972.

247-2881 (Santa Clara) STUDENT
& FACULTY DISCOUNTS,
TYPIST"

WORD

PROFESSIONAL

work guaranteed For that proles,
sional quick 8 dependable worry
free service at its best with AF.
FORDABLE RATES. call PAM at

GOOD

Center 243,070
SUCCESS

TYPING"’

251-4665
NEED HELP", CallSOS" E xperr
enc10 professoonal typing service for term papers group pro

4992
RESUMES

Call Eva at 251-8285 or 272-5033
Will pick-up end deliver

WORDPROCESSING

REPORTS let
tors resumes manuscripts legal
Editing available Have two degrees Reasonable rates Call 578.
1329

WORD
TYPING

WRITING Bay

area, 1 service 40 years expeConsultations
Career
rience
Seminars

All lob areas

C ee

Print Your Ad Here
lettefs and spaces
/Count apptoxpnately
Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on one day

BOOKSTORE

friends lor sports or social pall
sans Declare your love or 101 It to
the world. Call now (4081976loll if any
2002 $2

PROCESSING
CAMBRIAN
AREA" 15 yrs eepertence Cheep
and fast’ 51 25 per page double
spec. 51 75 per page single
space Call 879-9254

1111111iii_11.111111111111j_LIIIII

One

Two

Three

Four

Five

Extra

Day

Days

Days

Days

Days

Day

tnes

$3 55

$4 35

$475

$500

$520

$

4 I Ines

$435

$515

$5 55

$580

$600

ST 05

BACKACHE", FREE trestmeni as
part of a research prole. If you
have had low back pain for more

’rInryos

$515

$600

$635

$660

$680

$1 20

(I1 .nes

$5 95

$6 80

$7 15

$740

$760

$1 35

6 months and are 20-55
years old pies. call Palmer College of Chiropractk ...at at (408)
244-8907 extension 401

lot each line)

Each

SERVICES

90

.1___LJ__1_11111111111111_1.111111_11111

111111111111111111111111111111
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1

1

111111111111111111111111

1 ach Adcktonal I ,ne Add $ 80

than

BARE IT ALL. Slop shaving waving,
SECURITY RECEPTION all shifts It pt
55.56 hr to elan Full benefits no

Michael Sherman

appointment

Woolens fashion hoc’
Great career edvanceVarious location. South
Bay area Oualificalions enthu-

Men

men’

Skibblefritz

and fast service at extremely low

at ell. Hrly rates Student di,.
count
P -U A delivery
Avail

AFFORDABLE 2 BEDROOM I BATH"
Carport, walk lo campus no pets.
$595 mo Call 224-3939 286-8840

for rent nr

EYECARE AT SUNRISE EYEWEAR
Frame and lenses from $37’ Dr
Christopher Cabrera 0 D Quality

by

VARIAN IMAGE TUBE DIVISION has
full lime openings for automated
VAC EOPMT OPRS on swing
shift. g aaaaaa rd & weekend shift
IF S.S.M1 9AM to 7 30 PM) Phys-

Ave

calla! 446-5636
RETAIL

Will pay

DESPERATE’ Plea. call

55 hr

2 BORN apt

clerks

Work vir

children with developmental 8 behavioral problems Community
Lite ’reining great lap for special

quires completed MA degree in
Public Admin Business Adm., .
or closely related field by 7 1 88

tiques

OFFICE CLERK NEEDED for nights
and weekends Flexible hours
For more info call Ruasell Furoi.

ES

Student Rep’ Earn your runion for
the GMAT. LSAT MCAT or the
GRE and more’ Call Jessica at
(415) 927.1115 for more inform.

why you are seeking this posrtion
Final filing date is 5 20 88 Send

MATTRESS SETS. NEW’ TWIN $85.
lull 995 queen 5145, king 5188 for
both pieces Frames ay.
View, (4151968.1346

dents with minimal spare time
Represent Me nations leading
Test Prep Company Be a Kaplan

Resumes must include honors
.1g -curricular activities.

FOR SALE
-

5.9.1 or smart pre-professional stg

and

PC-COM PCCOM PC.COM""
rEl
MAT 8T compatibles and accessories Located at 2515 S King
Road

700 St Marys P1, Suite 1400. San
Antonio, Tx. 78205 or call (800)
642-5254

tweezing or using chemical &willlorles Let me permanently remove your unwanted hair Ichin.
bikini. tummy moustache etc)

Print Name

ServiesW Rates (All Issues)
10-14 Lines $6300
5-9 Lines $4600
15 Plus Lines $80 00
Phone: 921-3277

15*. dIscounI to students and lac.

Address

Phone

City & State

ncIosed is S

For

Lines

ulfy Call before May 31. 1988 and
got your first appt at 1 2 price
Unwanted Heir Disappears With
My Care
Gwen Cheftpen RE .
559-3500 1645 S Bascom CC
Hair Tod. Gone Tomorrow
ELECTROLYSIS, Professional HAIR
removal
the only permanent
me/Mod

Ask about the special
discount for Spring Complimon.

Circle a Classification:
Announcements
Help Wanted
Automotive
Housing
Computers
Lost and Found
For Sale
Personals

tory consuietion by appointment
Call 296-0931"

eMeMill..10111111Mal

SEW CHEM NOWT ORDER

Servv.e,,
Stereo
Travel
Typing

Dook lacanal Outwit 011117.

OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State Universdy
San Jose, California 95192

Deadline

Two days prior to publication

Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds

on conceited ads

LJ,rys

Tuesday, April 19. 1988/Spartan Dail)

I

Nurses
t inn poet. /
Several students had severe hums.
another had a pipe protruding from
her chest wall and tine student had a
sesered arM and a piece of glass in
on:, eye. All of them were cosered
with blood.
During the drill. which took place
on the side lawn ot the Health Center. students were sorted according
to the set erity of their injuries. Some
were sent to the "Now- station.
when medical help was needed immediately . and others to the ’!..atei
station. when mimes could wait
The ’l)ead st.itliln is as resersed
for those nit didn’t suns ise at either
pies ions station.
-I think they ’re getiin!.4 the leel
tor it. said Jewett as she watched
the did! piogress
Chief Petty Officer Clifford I..
item a member I if the moulage
team and a health serY ices technician. poured blood in the gaping
wounds. and sometimes into the
mouths, ot the injured as the
cruel ’,.!ed I I iim the building.
VI it is. is corn syrup and food
tueand peppermint.- he
said tiler : 1.1,4 mg a drip trom the side
nit the 1)ottle
eNclanned Stuy
ltr in ii. as the blood is as poured into
the pipe sticking out of her side and
iii the surrounding wound.
Blow n.
.enior in nursing. and
lie itier.’inpured’ students had at
riied at the Health Center at 1,
it to has e the make-up applied
lackie Johnson. a senior in inn,
mg. suffered sec ere burns tilthe side
ot the lace neek and chest (ireen
plowed hoc% the bums %%ere created
’sing
commercial
theatrical
make tip the moulage team started
is ith a light red base to represent a
first -degree burn Yellou make-up
was clumped togethei nih petroleum iell y and then cocered is ith tissue hi il’cale hi islets Dark make-up
is as

rUhhed

iii ’Laid

the

\101111l1

COME
EXPERIENCE
ASIAN AMERICAN
CULTURE!

Come Discover
Unique Gifts At
Nichi Bel Bussan
Futons
Fabrics
Unique Gifts
Martial Arts
Books on Japan
Ethnic T-shirts

nichi
bei
bussan

lit

the al .C.1 arid iii%Cr Make-

lines Blood is is added where
needed.
The drill. %%Inch ended at a.m.,
-met in ,,hiecto
lessen sai11.
wanted them to get
heel for
hock hitch it is.- she said.
-I think the main problem was
making quick .issessments under aderse conditions- she added. hut
’ilk. problems really are the key to
learning
the nest class session the participants is ill ealuate their performance and decide is holier or not the
YY as a success, Jewett said.
up

Creeks
r

Second place %%cm hi Delta Zeta.
Sigma Nu and Delta Sigma Phi.
Third place went to Chi omega.
Alpha ’tau Omega and Phi Delta
’Theta
The success ot Alcohol Awareness Day was dampened
pected showers thursila The es ent
was held in the .Art Quad and Majors
speculates that the rain kept most
Po’Ple
the fraternities were out
there ready to hand ’literature) out.
there is is just no one to hand it Out
Slajors said
The solle. hall-a-thon. held on
Triday . netted approunidtely ‘,1.011i
so tar. is WI an inflected SIAM
more not yet collected Mawr, ald
that sponsors included people in
campus. relatic es. alumni and employers For the most part. sp,insors
were al Sonic

140 Jackson St
San Jose, Ca

294-8048

Asian
American
Spring Festival
San

Just, State University 1988

t 1 H I)

He esplamed that the festivities
reliesed the tension which is often
present between the houses because
,f the underlying competition. "I
made about 20 new friends myself
lastt wek.’ ’ he added.

Gang shooting
kills L.A. child
Drive LOS ANGELES AP)
by shooters killed a young girl and
wounded four family members in a
gang -infested neighborhood as violence raged unabated despite another
round ol police dragnets and mounting pressure on street thugs.
A gunman got out ot on auto
mobi!e and fired up to 30 bullets into
a home in the unincorporated east
Compton area Sunday night, killing
the 6-year old girl as she watched
television with her family in the living room. authorities said.

CARFIER P \NIThursday, April 14
( ostanotan Room. II am - 1 pm

%I

12
Room. II am - 2 pm

I ttemlan. %pril

i ’mirth

YPANFISE ANIMATION NUI
tiesday. April 12
munhum Room, It - 10:30 pm

( ()MEDI NI IF
1 hursda), kpril 14
Loma Prieto Room,

F1

- 10:30 pm

PAC 111( RIM FILM FESTIVAL
Tuesday through Thursday
tilt RU. FOOD DEMONSTRATION April 19- 21
NNednesda,. April 13
(amena 3 ( inema. 10:30 am & 2:30 pm
nar-H-Que Pit. 11:30 am- 1:30 pm

,,,,,, ed Ind ’faction% funded hi
I hr %stun Sour, tc.ol Similes I fepartnfeni
I nr mote infotoun
,-all the %stun %merman
studies Deportment "fine att 1.11111i

2,404JAPANEsE FAMILY RESTAURANT
A RELAXED FAMILY ATMOSPHERE AT A REASONABLE PRICE.

In Japan Town on the
corner of 4th & Jackson
San Jose, CA 95112
parking in rear

Open Mon - Fri
Lunch:
Dinner:
Sat Dinner:

S

1 I :30-2:00
5:00-9:30
5pm-2:30an

287-5944

SU

Department of Theatre Arts
Presents

"Wondeifut Work( of Cakes’

Six Award Winning Films

AKI’S BAKERY

April 19th - April 2151

We Use Top Quality Ingredients
Special Occasion Cakes,
Wedding Cakes and Assorted Pastne
214 East Jackson St., San Jose

294-5575
Lunt.-h
so‘’’’’
JaPa
Korea
C,h,na
India
tha,lanu
, zeatan’’

t !haled v, ith the

Maims is cery %Wished with this
)ear’s Greek Week .....he best thing
%1a that teseryimei worked as a
team and a lot of people from the difterent houses gilt to know each
other, he said

7 & 10 pm

undid hi Ssun wed students

Greeks hut some ol the fraternity and
sorority members also cceni through
the residence halls hi get student donations
Though sponsins is ere go en the
choice ot deciding \chicly sp, iii
would benefit Iron] their donation,
most people didn’t specify a preference. Manus said
Nada Hi wusts in. coordinator of
Greek Atlairs, said the money will
he turned osei to the Spartan Foundation and they will distribute the
mimes iii the appropriate sports,

1-11.N1 SHE
ednesday. April 13
Morris Daily uditiirium.

A(
mondlos. I uesda, & I hursdas
\ mil 11-21
student I
Ampitheater/ I pper Pad
1111011
pm
tt1111411

CHINESE CUISIN

111

FOOD TO GO
Mandarin & Sicchuan Cuisine
Box Lunches
Lunch and Dinner
Delivery
Open Daily, 11:00 AM - 10:00 PSI
131 E. Jackson Street
294-3303 or 998-9427
6 blocks North

of Santa

Clara

Si ,

hetsseen 1rd And 4th Streets

GREATEST SELECTION
OF JAPANESE FOOD
IN SAN JOSE
Specializing in Asian

Foods

Fresh Sashimi, Fish
Sukiyaki, Meat
Japanese Foods
Japanese Sake and Beer

FREE

Admission with Reserved Tickets
Call (408)924-4571 or 924-4530

All Showings at Camera 3
Carlos and Second Street
Wednesday, April 200’

Tuesday, April 19’
10:30’m from Japan
2:00" from Korea

Muddy River
Our Sweet Days of Youth

10 30" from New Zealand Other Halves
Yellow Earth
2.00" from China:

110114N111

Ammo’

295-7794
240 EAST JACKSON
SAN JOSE_L_CA 95112

Thursday, April 2151.
10:30" from Thailand: Butterfly and Flowers
2:00Pm from India:
Spices
Sponsors:

Gillcable

Hantronlx

Metro Cafe

Gail Jones Sandier

